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Being Frank

Let’s Move Past the Culvert Case
by Lorraine Loomis
NWIFC Chair

T

reaty tribes in western Washington were disappointed to learn
that state Attorney General Bob Ferguson will appeal the
culvert case to the U.S. Supreme Court. Tribes believe the state of
Washington has made remarkable progress in the past four years
toward meeting a federal court mandate to repair hundreds of
fish-blocking culverts under state roads.

Instead of continuing to appeal the culvert case, tribes think the state should use
the momentum gained by those efforts to
finish the job and focus on our shared goal
of salmon recovery.
Commissioner of Public Lands Hilary
Franz agrees with the tribes.
“I am concerned that we are about to
begin yet another chapter of fighting each
other over who should do what, rather than
rolling up our sleeves, standing shoulder
to shoulder and investing our limited time,
energy and resources toward saving salmon
for future generations,” Franz wrote in an
Aug. 11 letter to Ferguson.
“It’s time to work collectively and focus
on actions that address and actively aid the
many concerns that our tribal governments
– and so many of our non-tribal residents
– have been raising for years. It’s time to
move forward, learn from the failings of the
past, and devote ourselves to ensuring the
presence of salmon for this and all generations to come.”
Federal Court Judge Ricardo Martinez
ruled early in the case that tribal treaty-reserved rights to harvest salmon include the
right to have those salmon protected so
they are available for harvest.
Failing culverts deny our treaty-reserved
fishing rights that include the right for
salmon to be available for harvest. The right
to harvest salmon was one of the few things
we kept when we gave up nearly all the land
in western Washington.
The battle for salmon recovery is being
lost because we are losing salmon habitat
faster than it can be restored. The culvert
case offers a rare opportunity to achieve
a net gain in habitat that salmon need so
badly.
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When the culvert case was filed in 2001,
nearly 1,500 state culverts blocked salmon
access to more than 1,600 miles of good
habitat, and harmed salmon at every stage
of their life cycle.
Before the ruling, the state was fixing
failed culverts so slowly that it would have
taken more than 200 years to finish the job.
By then, few salmon would be left.
In 2013, Judge Martinez ordered state
natural resources agencies to fix their
barrier culverts by 2016. The court gave the
state Department of Transportation (DOT)
17 years to reopen about 450 of its 800 most
significant fish-blocking culverts in western
Washington.
Since 2013, the state has appealed the
case and lost, then lost again when it asked
the appeals court to reconsider. Meanwhile,
state agencies such as Fish and Wildlife,
Parks, and Natural Resources have stayed
on schedule to fix nearly all of the culverts
for which they are responsible.
The DOT has committed additional
resources to the effort and is steadily working toward its requirements. Additional
funding may be needed, but if DOT maintains its current pace, it will come close to
meeting the court’s mandate.
We are pleased with the cooperation that
state agencies have shown in working with
us to develop guidelines to fulfill the court’s
order. It’s the kind of relationship we want
to continue.
Fully implemented, the culvert case is a
win-win for salmon and everyone who lives
here because it will provide more fish, more
fishing, more jobs, and healthier economies
for all citizens of the state.
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Atlantic Salmon Escape

Tribes Help Mop Up Atlantic Salmon Disaster
More than 50,000 fish are recovered by North Sound tribes from the collapsed fish farm pen in the San Juan Islands
Tribal fishermen worked around
the clock for weeks to clean up the
hundreds of thousands of Atlantic
salmon that escaped when a net
pen collapsed at a fish farm near
Cypress Island in August.
Treaty tribes opened special
directed fisheries while the state
urged sport fishermen to catch as
many of the non-native salmon as
they could.
“Our fishermen are doing all
they can to address the issue, but to
ensure our native fish are protected, the state and other parties
involved need to ramp up their
efforts,” said Lummi Chairman
Tim Ballew II.
The pen that collapsed Aug. 19
had more than 300,000 fish in
it. Lummi fishermen discovered
the invasive species in their nets
during a chinook fishery the next
day. Cooke Aquaculture later
recovered about 145,000 of the Atlantic salmon from the broken pen.
A Swinomish test fishery caught
Atlantic salmon Aug. 23 in the
Skagit River, and tribal fishermen
continued to catch them at the
mouth of the river and off Samish
Island through the following
week. A Nisqually tribal fisherman
caught one in the Nisqually River
on Aug 27.
By early September, tribes had
caught 55,000 of the fish, while
sport fishermen reported catching
about 1,700, including in Neah Bay,
the west side of Vancouver Island,
the Snohomish River and Alki
Point.
Cooke Aquaculture Pacific owns
three net pens near Cypress Island,
and in February applied for a permit to replace one of them, stating
in its application, “The current
condition of the existing fish pen
structure can be described as ‘used

and nearing the end of serviceable
life.’ ... Complete replacement of
the floating steel net pen structure
with a newly manufactured one
is considered a ‘best management
practice’ for the safe containment
of cultured fish stocks and a method of routine maintenance by the
marine aquaculture industry.”
According to Cooke’s Washington State Joint Aquatic Resources
Permit Application, construction
was to begin in September 2017.
“The state of Washington
permitted these fish pens,” said
Ellie Kinley, a Lummi fisherman,
whose sons were the first to report
catching the Atlantic salmon.
“They should have had a plan for
what to do with these fish when
this happened.”
“Both our wild stocks and our
hatchery stocks are coming down
the river as fry, and these fish here
are fully grown fish ready to harvest,” said her husband, Lummi
fisherman Larry Kinley. “If they’re
predatory, it’s going to be devastating for us four years from now.”
In addition to predation, other
potential impacts the escaped
Atlantic salmon could have on
threatened Puget Sound salmon
stocks include spread of disease
and competition for already limited spawning habitat.
“Although the probability is
low, escaped adult Atlantic salmon
have the potential to colonize and
exist as self-sustaining introduced
species,” wrote SeaDoc Society
science director Joe Gaydos on the
organization’s website.
In 1998, juvenile Atlantic salmon
in the Tsitika River on Vancouver Island were found to be the
offspring of natural spawning by
escaped Atlantic salmon.
– K. Neumeyer

K. Neumeyer (2)

Top: Leonard Morris, a Lummi tribal fisherman, releases a haul
of Atlantic salmon onto the deck of the purse seiner Ocean
Mist. The fish were caught by Nooksack fisherman Jeff Point,
pictured in background. Above: Atlantic salmon caught by
Lummi tribal fishermen.
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Loading Up the Grill

T. Meyer

David Dorland, left, a natural resources technician for the Squaxin Island Tribe, and Austin Bone, a tribal summer youth
program participant, cook salmon for hundreds of guests at the tribe’s annual First Salmon Ceremony at Arcadia Point in
August.

New Puyallup Hatchery to Support Chinook, Steelhead
The Puyallup Tribe of Indians is
putting the finishing touches on a
new salmon hatchery in the upper
Puyallup River watershed. The tribe
is planning to release 100,000 fall chinook from the facility on Wilkeson
Creek next year.
The upper Puyallup is the most
productive portion of the watershed
for chinook.
“The chinook that rear here tend
to have greater success because they
have the right kind of habitat available
to them,” said Blake Smith, the tribe’s
enhancement manager.
The area is less developed than the
rest of the Puyallup watershed, and is
likely to remain protected.
“We see this hatchery as one more
productive tributary to the Puyallup,”
Smith said. “The chinook we release
are going to have pretty good survival

as they leave the system.”
The new facility on Wilkeson Creek
has been in the works since the tribe
bought a former trout hatchery in
2006. Since then, the tribe built several logjams along the bank of the creek
to protect the hatchery site.
“Before we built the logjams, we
lost two acres to heavy winter floods,”
Smith said. “In addition to destroying property, fast-moving water also
washes away salmon eggs.”
The tribe also is planning to raise
steelhead at the facility. Steelhead
runs throughout the Puyallup River
watershed have been dropping at an
alarming rate for more than 10 years.
“A broodstock program would
probably be the only way we can make
sure that we don’t totally lose this
unique stock,” Smith said.
– E. O’Connell

Julian Close, Puyallup Tribe salmon biologist, tests the temperature of the water in a
holding pond at the tribe’s new Wilkeson Creek Hatchery.
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E. O’Connell

Makah Fisheries

Testing Traditional vs. Modern Halibut Hooks
For the past few years, the Makah Tribe has been
conducting studies to compare the fishing performance of the traditional halibut hook (called a čibu·d
– pronounced “chi-bood”) to circle hooks commonly
used in halibut fisheries.
In 2015, the tribe found that while circle hooks
catch more halibut, they also have a significantly
greater rate of bycatch than the čibu·d.
“In the 2015 study, three halibut were caught on
circle hooks for every one halibut caught on a brass
čibu·d,” said Joe Petersen, the tribe’s groundfish
biologist. “We’re trying to get a one-to-one čibu·d to
circle hook ratio so anglers will choose to use čibu·d
to help reduce impacts on non-target depleted fish
species commonly caught during recreational halibut
fisheries.”
Fishing performance of each handmade brass
čibu·d was variable based on the shape of the hook
and materials used for construction. Based on those
results, the tribe made modifications to the size and
materials, then conducted a new study in 2017.
In addition to testing the newer design of the brass
čibu·d, the 2017 study also evaluated the fishing performance of čibu·d made from wood, stainless steel
and plastic. The wood čibu·d was made with western
hemlock or Pacific silver fir wood and used elk bone
for a barb, lashed in place with spruce root. A sharpened steel rod was used for the other types of čibu·d.
In July, the first phase of the study compared the
fishing performance of the four čibu·d. Using herring
for bait, the tribe found the fishing performance was
about the same for the plastic, steel and brass čibu·d,
but not as good for the wood čibu·d.
Since the plastic čibu·d was more economical to
make and maintained a more consistent shape, it was
used for the second phase of the study in August. Its
fishing performance was compared to a circle hook
during August.
Results from the summer’s efforts will be analyzed
this winter and submitted for peer-reviewed publication. – T. Royal

Above: Makah fisheries biologist
Joe Petersen reshapes a hemlock
c ̌ibu·d after catching a halibut
during one of the testing phases
this summer, during which the
tribe experimented by fishing with
four different kinds of the hook.
Right: Makah fisheries intern
Tyrone Chambers handcrafts a
brass c ̌ibu·d last summer. The
project was funded by the National
Oceanic
and
Atmospheric
Administration’s
StaltonstallKennedy Grant Program.

“We’re trying to get a one-to-one čibu·d
to circle hook ratio so anglers will choose
to use čibu·d to help reduce impacts on
non-target depleted fish species commonly
caught during recreational halibut
fisheries.”
– Joe Petersen
Makah Tribe, groundfish biologist

T. Royal (2)
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Evelyn Brown, Lummi Natural Resources

Crab larvae sampled by Lummi Natural Resources is measured and counted to develop a population model and learn more about salmon survival.

Crab Research Supports Sound Fisheries Management
The Lummi Nation is sampling crab larvae to improve harvest
management and contribute to salmon marine survival research.
“Because of the reduction of other fisheries, crab is more important than ever for Lummi fishers or Lummi families depending on fishers for support,” said Evelyn Brown, Lummi fisheries
analyst. “Without crab, the economic base from fishery income
would take a sharp downward trend.”
But crab management, as with other fished species, depends
on good stock assessment and population information.
“Because of the critical nature of the crab resource, we need
to have a better grasp on recruitment processes and what might
have the biggest impact on future populations,” Brown said.
Some factors affecting recruitment – the process of a larva maturing to an adult crab – include unregulated, illegal or underestimated harvest, derelict gear, increased tanker traffic, increased
pollution, climate change and invasive species.
“Most of these factors are interrelated,” Brown said. “For
example, increased tanker or other large vessel traffic results in
increased derelict gear due to entanglement or severing of pot

lines. Increased vessel traffic and the human footprint result in
increased pollution. Climate change could exaggerate effects
of pollution and increase invasive species. Many of the factors
directly or indirectly affect recruitment of larval crab.”
In response to the need for better crab recruitment information, Lummi Natural Resources staff built 15 light traps to collect
crab larvae at sites in the tribe’s harvest area. A light inside the
trap turns on overnight, luring zooplankton that are attracted to
the brightness.
“A researcher in Oregon found a significant relationship
between catches from light traps and the number of larvae that
survive to reproductive age,” Brown said. “This year’s feasibility
study was a huge success and we want to keep doing it. I think
other entities will do the same and we plan to help other groups
build traps and initiate larval crab monitoring.”
Natural Resources technicians also sampled zooplankton,
mostly crab larvae, by towing a bongo net at six marine sites
and lowering a net vertically at a deep water site in North Puget
Sound. – K. Neumeyer

“Because of the reduction of other fisheries, crab is more important than ever for
Lummi fishers or Lummi families depending on fishers for support.”
Evelyn Brown
Lummi Nation, fisheries analyst
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Fisheries Management

Searching for Juvenile
Salmon with Cameras

E. O’Connell

Seth Thomas, a Squaxin Island tribal summer youth
program participant, uses an underwater camera and cell
phone to look for coho salmon.

Squaxin Island Tribe biologists are using an underwater camera to find
juvenile salmon in pools and logs in small creeks, complementing snorkel
surveys throughout the Skookum Creek watershed.
The camera, paired with a cell phone, can get into tributaries like Little
Creek that are too small for snorkelers to access. The biologists can look at
the snapshots to see if the fish are showing signs of stress.
Surveys have shown that coho prefer cool refuges fed by groundwater.
“No matter how good the habitat was otherwise, if the water was too
warm, the fish weren’t there,” said Sarah Zaniewski, a tribal salmon biologist.
“These small tributaries are important places for coho salmon and largely
depend on vulnerable supplies of groundwater to make them accessible to
fish,” said Erica Marbet, the tribe’s hydrologist.
Because juvenile coho don’t immediately leave fresh water in the spring
like other salmon, they are more susceptible to the impacts of summer low
flows.
The only water getting into Little Creek is groundwater during summer
low flows.
“We can tell because the water here is so cold, right around 55 degrees,
and there isn’t any rainwater in the stream right now,” Marbet said. Groundwater is the temperature of the earth, which is colder than surface water
warmed by the sun. – E. O’Connell

Squaxin Island Tribe Boosts Deschutes River Coho Salmon

E. O’Connell

The state Department of Fish and Wildlife worked with the Squaxin
Island Tribe to distribute thousands of coho salmon into Spurgeon
Creek.

The unexpected result of a habitat study has inspired a new
coho supplementation program in the Deschutes River.
Several years ago, the Squaxin Island Tribe attempted to
conduct snorkel surveys in the Deschutes to determine where
juvenile coho were feeding and rearing. Unfortunately, there
weren’t enough young coho to count.
“Only during one out of three years was there a return of coho
to the Deschutes that was sustainable,” said Scott Steltzner, the
tribe’s environmental program manager.
After discovering there were too few coho to count, the tribe
began annual releases of 100,000 young coho into the river. Trib-

al researchers then followed up with snorkel surveys.
“We didn’t want to guess what sort of habitat coho wanted, so
the best way was to get out there and find out firsthand,” Steltzner said. “But we needed to put some coho in the river first.”
The salmon for the study were fitted with coded-wire tags,
small slivers of metal inserted into their snouts that allow individual fish to be tracked when they return as adults.
A couple of years into the study, the tribe found the tagged fish
released for the study were returning at a high rate.
“A significant portion of coho we saw in returning runs, up to
50 percent, were study fish,” Steltzner said. “We realized that by
trying to study the coho, we were actually helping them out.”
This year, the tribe and the state Department of Fish and Wildlife released 100,000 juvenile coho into the river to supplement
naturally produced fish.
“If we don’t do something to help these runs now, we could see
them totally disappear,” Steltzner said.
In the past, the Deschutes River was the largest producer of
coho in deep South Sound. Coho have been returning in low
numbers for more than 20 years since a landslide sent tons of
sediment into the river.
The tribe plans to continue releasing coho each spring.
“Most coho spawning occurs in an area of good habitat in the
upper watershed,” Steltzner said. “When there aren’t enough fish
coming back to the upper watershed, or if high flows destroy
salmon egg nests, we’ll expand our efforts and put juvenile coho
in the upper watershed. Otherwise we will only distribute coho
in the lower part of the river.” – E. O’Connell
Fall 2017 – Northwest Treaty Tribes
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North Sound Tribes

Tribes, Partners Set Up Beaver Deceivers
To a beaver, a culvert providing fish
passage under a forest road looks like a
hole in a dam in need of fixing.
Over the years, beavers in the Mount
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest had
filled a 17-foot-wide pipe, flooding a road
along the Suiattle River. The U.S. Forest
Service asked area tribes for help.
The Stillaguamish Tribe has been working with Snohomish County and private
landowners to build “beaver deceivers”
to prevent the industrious animals from
clogging culverts.
“We have a beaver translocation program, but we’re trying to keep as many
beavers in place as possible,” said Jennifer
Sevigny, wildlife biologist for the Stillaguamish Tribe.
“We were fortunate the Stillaguamish
Tribe had the supplies and equipment on
hand and had staff that could train some
of our natural resources staff in removing
the dam from the culvert and building
the deceiver,” said Emily Wirtz, wildlife
biologist for Sauk-Suiattle. “Now, we will
be ready for any potential future beaver
disturbance in the Darrington area.”
When they aren’t flooding roads or
property, beaver dams, lodges and underwater passages provide reservoirs of cool
water that benefit other wildlife, plants
and fish.
In June, natural resources staff from

K. Neumeyer

Natural resources staff from the Stillaguamish and Sauk-Suiattle tribes build a beaver deceiver,
while students from Darrington Middle School learn about beaver dams and salmon habitat.

the Stillaguamish and Sauk-Suiattle tribes
cleared the culvert of branches and sediment before installing fencing around the
opening. Beavers will be able to build new
dams around the fencing, while being deceived by underwater pipes that maintain
the water level and flow.
“I really feel overwhelmed with the
support of the tribes in meeting common

goals of retaining beaver on the landscape,
providing for fish habitat, protecting
the road and providing resources,” said
Phyllis Reed, wildlife biologist for Mount
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest. “A big
salute to the ingenuity, efficiency and hard
work of the Stillaguamish and Sauk-Suiattle crew, as well as the gracious support in
resources and materials.” – K. Neumeyer

Generations

Ed Edwards Collection

Upper Skagit tribal members were skilled canoe makers. Men were often employed by settlers to transport goods in the
Upper Skagit River.
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Eelgrass Protected
from Pier Construction
The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe
and Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) are restoring eelgrass beds in Port Angeles Harbor.
Marine life habitat has been degraded, in part by decades of wood waste
deposition.
The effort started by removing
about 3,600 eelgrass shoots as part
of a mitigation agreement between
the U.S. Navy and the Lower Elwha
Klallam, Jamestown S’Klallam and
Port Gamble S’Klallam tribes. The
Navy is constructing a pier in the
harbor to accommodate nuclear
submarine escort vessels.
If the eelgrass had not been
removed, it likely would have died
due to shading, said Matt Beirne, the
tribe’s natural resources director.
After divers with the tribe, PNNL
and Washington SeaGrant harvested
the shoots, about one third of them
were planted on two test plots along
Ediz Hook.
One test plot was planted along
the shoreline in natural conditions

and the other was planted on a thin
layer of sand that covers wood waste.
The latter site is being studied to determine if sand caps on wood waste
can improve habitat and if eelgrass
can grow in such conditions.
The rest of the shoots were transported to PNNL’s Marine Sciences
Laboratory in Sequim, where they
were planted in large outdoor tanks
designed for eelgrass nurseries. In
2019, shoots from the tanks will be
harvested and transplanted to restoration sites in the harbor.
Eelgrass meadows buffer the
effects of ocean acidification, stabilize the nearshore, and are used
by salmon, other fish, invertebrate
species, marine mammals and birds
for foraging, spawning and rearing.
“Planting these shoots in other
areas of the harbor that have been
formerly degraded by log rafting,
wood waste and other activity will
benefit from eelgrass added to these
areas,” Beirne said. – T. Royal

T. Royal

Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe natural resources technician
Justin Stapleton sorts eelgrass shoots before they are
planted in a nursery in Sequim.

Derelict Net Collection

Debbie Preston, Nisqually Tribe

During a recent chinook opener on the Nisqually River, Nisqually tribal fisherman Danny McGee, right, unloads a vandalized net, pulled ashore by Bucky McCloud.
Fall 2017 – Northwest Treaty Tribes
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Water Resources

Working to Keep Dairy Waste Out of Watershed
Technology used to purify water in
developing countries will be used to treat
animal waste at a dairy in the Stillaguamish watershed.
The Stillaguamish Tribe has received a
$1 million Conservation Innovation Grant
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s
Natural Resources Conservation Service
to help build a dairy processor at the Natural Milk Dairy in Stanwood.
Built by Janicki Bioenergy out of
Sedro-Woolley, the machine will convert
dairy wastewater into distilled water with
byproducts of ammonia and a nutrientrich compost. The water is likely to be
used for irrigation or for cows to drink.
“The machine is going to be a
template, a prototype you can set up
anywhere,” said Pat Stevenson, the tribe’s
environmental manager. “It’s based on
the Omni Processor Janicki and the Gates
Foundation installed in Africa to treat
human waste.”
Natural Milk Dairy, owned by Jeremy
Visser, is the largest dairy farm in the
watershed, with a herd of about 3,000
cows.
“Being a good steward of our natural

K. Neumeyer

Manure from dairy cows is a leading cause of water pollution in the region, spiking fecal coliform
levels and closing shellfish beds to harvest.

resources is important to dairy farmers
because we have that holistic relationship
with the land, water and all our resources,” Visser said.
Work to build the dairy processor is
expected to begin in September, after the
partners compile the rest of the funding.

Cooperating partners on the project
include the Washington State Dairy Federation, the Alliance for Puget Sound Natural Resources, the Nature Conservancy,
Washington State Conservation American
Farmland Trust, and the Northwest Dairy
Association/Darigold, Inc. – K. Neumeyer

State Underestimates Impact of Exempt Wells

E. O’Connell

Joe Puhn, natural resources technician, checks Johns Creek for summer
chum salmon.

Half of the water withdrawals from Johns Creek in Mason
County are from permit-exempt wells, well above the assumed
statewide average of 1 percent.
“The common use of exempt wells in places like Johns Creek
has made them a real – and hard to track – problem in determining water availability,” said Jeff Dickison, assistant natural
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resources director for the Squaxin Island Tribe.
Permit-exempt wells were a way for developers to access water
without first determining whether water was available.
In 2016, the state Supreme Court required local governments
to first determine water availability before issuing building
permits.
Johns Creek has been the focus of intense legal wrangling
between the tribe and the state in recent years. The tribe sued the
state in 2010 asking that they either find out how much water was
available or impose a moratorium on new wells until the determination could be made.
That debate spurred research leading to a new groundwater
model.
“This model shows that even if exempt well use is small on the
statewide scale, it can be massive on creeks that are extremely
valuable to tribes,” Dickison said.
Johns Creek has fallen below the state mandated minimum
flows for protecting salmon for the last ten years.
The research also found that the state underestimated the
number of exempt wells in the watershed by one third. After
looking at the number of septic systems that were on file, the
researchers found more than 1,000 more wells. – E. O’Connell

Water Quality

Stream Temps Gauge
Salmon Habitat Health

T. Royal

Suquamish Tribe ecologist Steve Todd attaches a stream
temperature gauge to a logjam in Chico Creek.

The Suquamish Tribe has spent the past 15 years tracking water temperatures in nearly 30 of Kitsap County’s salmon streams.
“Stream temperature monitoring gives us a good understanding of
where some creeks and watersheds may be less suitable for salmonids
because of high stream temperatures,” said Steve Todd, the tribe’s ecologist. A temperature gauge the size of a bottlecap installed in the stream
takes measurements every 30 minutes between June and September.
Some streams are warm in the summer while others remain cool, but
one observation is clear, he said: waters are warmer during particularly
warm summers, which will be a growing problem for salmon populations as climate change takes hold and development continues.
Coho, steelhead and cutthroat are the most vulnerable species to
higher temperatures because their life histories include hanging out in
streams, lakes and wetlands during summer months when waters are
warm and flows drop.
These fish can’t thrive or survive in temperatures that are too high,
Todd said, and food sources for salmon, such as macroinvertebrates,
also need cool temperatures to survive.
About one third of the streams studied regularly exceed the Washington state water quality temperature standard to maintain a safe level for
salmon, measured at 61 degrees F or higher.
Remedies include protecting and restoring native trees and shrubs
along streams and in wetlands to keep water temperatures cool during
summer months.
“Kitsap streams are fed by groundwater, not glaciers or snowmelt,”
Todd said. “The fallen trees in streams slow the water, promoting the exchange of cooler groundwater with the stream’s surface water, providing
an environment that supports salmon populations.” – T. Royal

Skokomish Tribe Looks Deeper into the Tahuya
The Skokomish Tribe wants
to know more about the current conditions of the Tahuya
River, including how salmon
are using it.
“We do know that there is
some data from the state from
the early 1990s, that there is a

ton of gravel in it, and the river
does change,” said Jason Lewis, the tribe’s habitat technician. “Also, after studying the
river, it’s a coho factory.”
Lewis is collecting
information about the
watershed, including stream

T. Royal

temperatures in the mainstem
and tributaries, and where
both good and bad salmon
habitat can be found, which
will help determine areas
that need restoration or
enhancement.
He’s also looking at the
river’s groundwater sources,
since good water quality for
salmon includes a mix of
surface and groundwater,
helping maintain the proper
temperature for salmon
survival.
Last year, Lewis measured
significant temperature differences within a 4-mile stretch
of the river.
“We want the temperature

data to show us areas that are
too warm for salmon but also
cool spots where we can do
enhancement,” he said. Any
water temperature above 60
degrees is considered dangerous for salmon.
The Tahuya watershed is
warmer than the Skokomish
watershed, Lewis said, because
the river is fed by lakes, while
the Skokomish is fed by snowmelt.
“The Tahuya is naturally
warm but if we can figure out
how to cool the water and
create better pools for fish, it’s
better for the fish overall,” he
said. – T. Royal

Skokomish Tribe habitat technician Jason Lewis takes notes from a
stream temperature gauge before installing it in the Tahuya River.
Fall 2017 – Northwest Treaty Tribes
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Bugs, Sediment
Signal Healthy Habitat

K. Neumeyer

Ecologist Erin Colclazier identifies the type and number of plants in a wetland
on the Swinomish Reservation.

Reservation Wetlands
Ranked by Cultural Value
The Swinomish Indian Tribal
Community is using traditional
knowledge to incorporate cultural
values into wetland management.
In 1999, a wetland inventory
identified 54 wetlands on the
Swinomish Reservation and
assessed 36 of them for functions
such as flood and stormwater
control, base flow and groundwater support, and shoreline and
erosion protection.
“We realized that standard wetland inventory and functional assessment methods could not adequately identify wetland functions
related to tribal cultural values,”
said Todd Mitchell, Swinomish
environmental director. “We are
fortunate that as the tribal government and regulatory authority,
we are able to incorporate cultural
values within our policies.”
Using notes from 1950s interviews with Skagit River tribes’
elders, and interviews conducted
with Swinomish elders in 2003, as
well as other sources, the tribe’s
Department of Environmental
Protection developed a list of 99
wetland plants with cultural importance to tribal members. They
range from the common, such as
Western red cedar and Nootka
rose, to those that have become
12
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harder to find, such as camas.
The plants were categorized by
type: trees, shrubs, ferns, aquatics
and grasses; and ranked in terms
of use: construction, household
value, medicinal, subsistence and
spiritual.
“With this traditional environmental knowledge incorporated into wetland assessments,
we hope to reassess and revalue
the wetlands on the Swinomish
Reservation to better protect and
preserve them for both cultural
uses and ecological functions,”
Mitchell said.
A plant ecologist was hired in
2016 to survey the reservation
wetlands to catalog the culturally
important vegetation and rank the
wetlands.
“These cultural rankings will be
used to update the state ranking
system and the now-outdated
functional assessment that was
done in 1999,” said Nicole Casper,
water resource analyst for the
tribe.
The rank can be used to determine buffer widths and permitted
uses in and around the wetlands,
and be incorporated into a Shoreline and Sensitive Areas ordinance. – K. Neumeyer

The Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe has been sampling
sediment and insects near the mouth of the Elwha
River for a decade, tracking how the estuary has been
changed by the removal of two fish-blocking dams in
2012 and 2014.
Dam removal released sediment down the river
that created approximately 80 acres of beach at the
mouth and helped form the current estuary. The tribe
has seen a significant change in the fish and insects
using the estuary over the past decade.
“We want to correlate between findings of the fish
diet and sediment samples, so we can determine
what the salmon are selecting to eat,” said Rebecca
Paradis, a tribal project biologist. “Doing this work
over the past decade has helped us see what bugs are
in the sediment and if there has been a species shift or
change in structure and population as the estuary has
changed.”
The sediment was sampled specifically for invertebrates in 2007, 2013 and 2017 so biologists could
assess habitat conditions before, during, and after
dam removal. The collected insects were examined by
an entomologist, and the results have been compared
to the stomach contents to see what fish may or may
not have eaten.
“The 2013 data appeared to suggest that the ongoing release of waves of fine sediment combined with
low water clarity resulted in fewer bugs in the sediment, and that was also reflected in the stomachs of
juvenile salmon,” said Matt Beirne, the tribe’s natural
resources director. – T. Royal
Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe natural resources technician
Justin Stapleton picks through a sediment sample taken
from the estuary at the mouth of the Elwha River.
T. Royal

Beaches Sampled
to Protect Forage
Fish Habitat
The Suquamish Tribe and
Washington Department of
Fish and Wildlife are surveying forage fish spawning habitat in East Kitsap County.
Healthy forage fish populations are essential for salmon
recovery because salmon rely
on them as a high-energy food
source. The stocks also help
reduce predation pressure
on juvenile salmon because
other fish, marine mammals
and birds consume forage fish
too, said Paul Dorn, the tribe’s
senior research scientist.
Surf smelt, sand lance,
herring and northern anchovy are commonly found in
Puget Sound. Surf smelt have
been harvested by the tribe
for consumption since time
immemorial.
“We’re striving to protect
the remaining beaches where
forage fish spawn because of
their importance to the tribe
and to salmon recovery,” Dorn
said. “It’s a race against time
with rapid development and
climate change.”
Since 2016, the tribe, the
state and Puget Sound Corps
have been sampling more than
200 points each month on East

Kitsap beaches, from Hansville to Yukon Harbor, and
Blake Island. The samples are
processed in Olympia to see
whether eggs are present and
if so, what species and their
development stage. The effort
will help identify the beach
locations and times of the year
when surf smelt spawn.
The ideal beach for forage
fish depends on the species,
Dorn said. Surf smelt use pea
gravel and spawn higher in
intertidal zones whereas sand
lance prefer loose sand and
are found farther down the
intertidal zone. The eggs of
both species attach to grains
of sand or gravel that can be
distributed by wave action and
currents.
Beach habitat is easily compromised by development such
as nearby bulkheads because
manmade structures affect
natural tidal erosion and sediment transport, Dorn said.
“Forage fish are eaten by almost everything in the ocean,”
Dorn said. “Protecting their
spawning habitat is essential to
maintaining this healthy food
chain.”
Partners in the project in-

clude the Squaxin Island Tribe,
state departments of Fish and
Wildlife, Ecology and Natural Resources, the Northwest
Straits Initiative and several of
the region’s marine resource
councils.
The state received a legisla-

tive appropriation to conduct
these surveys throughout
Puget Sound and the Strait
of Juan de Fuca. The tribe is
using U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency National
Estuary Program funds to
support the work. – T. Royal

“It’s a race against time with rapid development and
climate change.”

– Paul Dorn
Suquamish Tribe, senior research scientist

T. Royal (2)

Above: Suquamish Tribe senior research scientist Paul Dorn collects
beach substrate. Left: The sand and gravel will be tested to see whether
forage fish eggs are present.
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Fisheries Education

Science Lessons
Include Net Skills
Students at the Muckleshoot
Indian School are combining
fisheries science with hands-on
experience by hanging a gillnet.
“We teach a fairly straightforward fisheries science class,”
said Benjamin Price, a teacher
at the Muckleshoot School. “We
cover the life cycle and ecology
of salmon, the usual type of
thing you would expect to find
in a high school science class.”
The class also covers the legal
side of fishing, including the
Treaty of Medicine Creek and
U.S. v. Washington (the Boldt
decision).
“This class shows us that
we should have respect for the
salmon,” said student Avery
Brown. “Salmon don’t just end
up on the plate; we learn where
they come from.”
The unfinished gillnet is laid
between two tables in the middle of the classroom. The top
of the net has a cork line, lined
with foam floats to keep the net
afloat in the water. The bottom
of the net has a lead line, which

forces the net to hang in the water. An improperly constructed
gillnet can tangle, twist, roll or
simply not fish efficiently.
Each student in the class has
the opportunity to work on the
net. The process includes tying
knots along the cork or lead line
to attach the net’s mesh. There
is a precise arrangement and
knot-tying technique for each
line, depending on how the
gillnet will be deployed.
Price said he spent hours
online researching how nets are
made. But like his students, it
was the hands-on experience
that was the most helpful to
him.
“The first net we hung, it was
actually a student that taught
me how to do it,” Price said.
After the class finishes the
net, it will be donated to a
Muckleshoot fishing family.
“I think it’s awesome that
we’re putting together a net that
is going to be used by a fisherman,” Brown said.
– E. O’Connell

E. O’Connell

Benjamin Price, left, a teacher at the Muckleshoot Indian
School, shows student Avery Brown how to tie a corkline to
a gillnet.

Touch Tank
Campers at the Suquamish Tribe’s culture
camp sort through a variety of critters that
live in the Dyes Inlet nearshore.
The tribe held the camp for youth in the community, focusing on the importance of traditional foods in the Suquamish culture.
Kids harvested clams, learned how to prepare
fish for smoking, tried Indian ice cream and
learned how native plants were used traditionally in the form of teas and food.

T. Royal
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Nisqually Indian Tribe

Community-Owned
Forest Protects
Salmon Habitat
The Nisqually Indian Tribe
is funding a fish habitat
assessment of one of the first
community-owned commercial forests in the state.
Last fall the nonprofit
Nisqually Community Forest
bought 640 acres in the upper
Nisqually River watershed. The
tribe’s study will help the nonprofit understand the stream
habitat on their new property
and the effects forest management could have on threatened
steelhead.
Partners in the community
forest effort include the tribe,
Nisqually River Foundation,
the Nisqually Land Trust,
Northwest Natural Resources
Group, Pierce County and the
Mount Rainier Visitor Association.
“From our perspective,
local ownership means more
responsible ownership,” said
David Troutt, the tribe’s natural resources director.
The Nisqually Community Forest was founded in
2011 with the aim of owning
25,000-plus acres of harvestable timberland centered on
the upper Nisqually watershed.
Lately, absentee owners such
as holding companies have
begun buying commercial
timberlands. More than 50
percent of the timberland in
Pierce County is owned by
out-of-state corporations.
“Our goal is to ensure that
the benefits of the forest, like
clean water, abundant fish,
jobs, forest products, and
recreational opportunities stay

local,” said Justin Hall, executive director of the Nisqually
River Foundation. “Any profits
made from managing the
forest will be put back into the
forests, local communities and
the watershed.”
“As owners, we can show it’s
not either fish or jobs, but that
it is possible to balance forestry jobs with protecting salmon
habitat,” said Farron McCloud,
the tribe’s chairman. “Additionally, we have a long history
of working with our neighbors
to make sure they can continue to farm and cut timber and
we can continue to fish.”
The habitat assessment will
be conducted on an unnamed
tributary to Busywild Creek by
biologists from the tribe and
the Nisqually River Foundation. They will track the flow
and velocity of the creek and
catalog large woody debris.
“We’re going to take a look
at what we have up there now
so we can make sure we can
protect it in the future,” Troutt
said.
Many of the issues in this
part of the Nisqually watershed resulted from poor past
forest practices.
“Logging too close to
streams has meant that there
is too much sediment lower
down in the watershed, and
that important habitat features
like logjams aren’t forming,”
Troutt said. “Responsible logging by a community-owned
forestry outfit would mean
that we won’t repeat those
mistakes.” – E. O’Connell

E. O’Connell (2)

Top: Walker Duval, Nisqually tribal biologist,
measures pool depth in a creek in the upper Nisqually
River watershed.
Above: Justin Hall, executive director of the Nisqually
River Foundation, uses a densiometer to measure
tree canopy density over a creek in the Nisqually
Community Forest.
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Walking On
Mel Moon Jr.
Mel Moon Jr.,
Quileute
Tribe
Department
of Natural Resources director,
walked on July 16.
Moon was a
longtime NWIFC
commissioner and
the first recipient
of the Billy Frank
Jr.
Leadership
Award on March

9, 2017.
As director of Quileute Natural Resources
since September 1982, Moon was not only the
department administrator, but also a natural
resources policy representative.
He was actively involved in regional, state
and national forums that addressed policy and
legal issues regarding environment and natural
resources. These included the Pacific Fishery
Management Council, North of Falcon, Pacific Salmon Commission, International Pacific
Halibut Commission, and a number of intergovernmental meetings on treaty hunting or
gathering.
He served on the Olympic Provincial Advisory Committee regarding the Northwest
Forest Plan, the Marine Fisheries Federal Advisory Committee, the Marine Protected Areas
Federal Advisory Committee, and testified before Congress on the Magnuson-Stevens Act.
Based on years of knowledge related to so
many treaty issues, Moon was named an expert witness in a number of U.S. v Washington cases, including but not limited to matters
regarding shellfish, steelhead, salmon, halibut,
black cod, and Usual and Accustomed Area
determinations.
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Joe Anderson

Kit Rawson

Longtime Puyallup tribal fisheries director Joe
Anderson passed
away July 17.
Anderson was
born Nov. 11, 1953
in Tacoma and
lived in the Tacoma-Puyallup area
most of his life.
He graduated
from Lincoln High
School in 1972 and continued his education
at the University of Washington where he
earned his associate’s degree.
Anderson loved music, to listen to it and to
play it. His passion was to play the drums and
harmonica. He worked for the Puyallup Tribe
for 43 years as the fisheries director.
Anderson is survived by his children Joseph
Anderson Jr. and Regina John; grandchildren
Amelia John and Birdie Nation; life partner
Donette Smith; siblings Carl Anderson and
Albert Anderson; and numerous nieces, nephews and cousins.
He was preceded in death by his daughter,
Susan Anderson; parents Andrew and Susan
“Judy” Anderson Sr.; siblings Ernest Anderson,
Andrew Anderson Jr., Cathy Little Raven and
Lenora “Nonie” Olson.

Christopher
“Kit”
Bennett
Rawson climbed
his last hill on Aug.
7.
Rawson retired
as
conservation
services
manager for the Tulalip
Tribes in 2013.
He was born
June 7, 1950 in Philadelphia to Richard
Rawson and Constance Kepke Rawson.
He grew up in Riverside, Conn., and attended Phillips Academy, Columbia University,
the University of Arizona, and the University
of Washington where he met his wife, Kathy
Thornburgh. Kit and Kathy were married in
1980 at the UW Marine Laboratories in Friday Harbor where they lived on their wooden
sailboat.
Kit and Kathy moved to Anchorage where
Kit worked for the Alaska Department of Fish
and Game. Their children, Jacob and Laurel,
were born in Alaska.
For 30 years, Kit advocated a science-based
approach to salmon harvest management in
policy, legal and technical areas representing
Tulalip and other tribes at the local, state, interstate and international levels.
Kit was a passionate salmon biologist who
dedicated his life to promoting the preservation, protection and recovery of salmon in the
Salish Sea. Even in retirement, his expertise
was sought by researchers developing ecosystem models for the Salish Sea, to better understand the factors affecting the declines in
early marine survival of Salish Sea salmon and
steelhead.
He is survived by his mother; siblings John,
Tom, Peter and Katie Rawson; his wife Kathy;
son Jacob, daughter-in-law Chenlin “Lynn”
Xiao, granddaughter Allie; and daughter Laurel. Kit was preceded in death by his father.

